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IKEA creates vegbased meatball
The vegan revolution is complete: the
famous IKEA meatball now has a plantbased sibling to rival the iconic food
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in a sign that there's no stopping the veggie
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alternative to its iconic meatball.
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bite of the original IKEA meatball, but be
suitable for all tastes, from meatball lovers

In its restaurants, IKEA customers will be
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able to consume the new plant balls in the
same way as the traditional meatball dish:

IKEA said the inspiration behind the launch
is to inspire more sustainable eating and
lifestyle habits. In providing a looks-likemeat, tastes-like-meat plant

with mashed potatoes, lingonberries, and
cream sauce and at the same price of £1.50
for eight, or £2.75 for a 500g bag at the
Swedish food market.
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